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Congratulations on completing the WHS Diagnostic
Congratulations on completing the WHS Diagnostic
Thank you for completing the WHS Diagnostic. The graph below indicates how your business
is performing against five operational areas and your overall rating. You can download a more
comprehensive report by clicking on the link below.
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Use your report to start building an action plan that will take your business to the next level. If
you would like some assistance in building your action plan, or if you wish to discuss the results
of your assessment in more detail contact your NSW Business Chamber representative or click
on the contact us button below.
Contact Us
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Your Results
The WHS Diagnostic Assessment evaluates your business' WHS performance. Based on the
responses you provided in your visit with our WHS Consultant, it provides an objective snapshot
of how your business is currently performing and can also help with plans and adjustments for
the future.
We trust it provides meaningful and relevant feedback for you and your business.
The WHS Diagnostic Assessment assesses your business through:

•
•
•

Your answers to questions in your visit from our WHS Consultant.
Scores from your answers are then combined into sections, and then a score is given for
each section.
The scores from each section are combined to produce your overall score, as reported in
the Executive Summary.

Your WHS Diagnostic Assessment results provide important feedback to you, helping you to lay
the foundation for the ongoing management of safety in your business.
Use this report to begin prioritising and developing an action plan.
The results below show how your business performed in each of the WHS Diagnostic
Assessment areas.

Overall Score
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Your Rating: Good
Congratulations, you have received a Good rating. This indicates that your business is
performing adequately in most areas. There may still be some areas requiring your attention
in order to be regarded as an excellent business.
To continue your path towards excellence, it is important that you embark on a continuous
improvement program to ensure a safer workplace.
Use this report as a guide to help you prioritise the areas of most concern to you.
Important disclaimer:
The assessment and any findings, observations, advices and recommendations contained in this
report have been based upon and prepared solely pursuant to the information supplied by the
organisation named in this report to NSW Business Chamber, its officers, employees and agents.
These findings, advice and recommendations contained in the report have been prepared solely
and exclusively for the use and information of the organisation named in this report.
NSW Business Chamber, its officers, employees and agents have used their best endeavours
in the preparation of the report and are not liable or responsible in any way for the results of
any action or failure to act by the organisation named in this report arising from the findings,
advices and recommendations contained in this report.
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